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On June 3, a new meme coin, Fight Night ($FNIO), made a strong entrance into the cryptocurrency
scene with high potential and unique features. Fight Night ($FNIO), the latest crypto sensation
inspired by boxing legends like Mike Tyson! Unlike most meme coins, Fight Night ($FNIO) isn’t just
about laughs; it’s got some serious utility in an upcoming retro boxing game.

Then, what is Fight Night ($FNIO)? Is Fight Night ($FNIO) a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s
dive right in and see all detail information about this meme coin project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
for BTCC.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC
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What is Fight Night ($FNIO) ?

Fight Night is an exciting new crypto project inspired by the Mike Tyson and Jake Paul Netflix
match. Its native token, $FNIO, is an ERC20 token built on the Ethereum blockchain. Unlike most
meme coins, Fight Night ($FNIO) isn’t just about laughs; it’s got some serious utility in an upcoming
retro boxing game.

As a new crypto project that blends celebrity memes and utility through a retro-style boxing play-to-
earn game, Fight Night brings utility to its token in the form of play-to-earn rewards and in-game
benefits.
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Fight Night Tokenomics

One of the key factors that sets Fight Night apart from other meme coins is its well-planned
tokenomics. As a new meme coin built on the Ethereum network,Fight Night Tokenomics is designed
to ensure security and scalability.

$FNIO has a total supply of 200 billion tokens, allocated as follows:

Private Sale: 2% (4 billion tokens) allocated for early backers and private investors.
Presale: 24% (48 billion tokens) available for public purchase during the presale phase.
Staking: 24% (48 billion tokens) reserved for staking rewards, encouraging long-term holding.
Marketing: 10% (20 billion tokens) dedicated to promotional activities and expanding reach.
Listing and Liquidity: 10% (20 billion tokens) to ensure liquidity and support exchange listings.
Development: 12% (24 billion tokens) funding ongoing development and improvements.
Project Fund: 15% (30 billion tokens) used for project-related expenses and unforeseen costs.
Donation: 3% (6 billion tokens) contributed to various charitable causes.
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Fight Night Roadmap

The roadmap of Fight Night includes four phases, detail information of each phase sets as below:

Phase 1:VISION &
FOUMDATION

Phase 2:LAUNCH &
PRESALE

Phase 3: TECH
ADVANCEMENTS AND

LISTIGS
Phase 4: GROWTH &STABILIZATION
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• 1.Build Team:
Assemble experts.
• 2.Get Endorsements:
Secure Ali and Tyson’s
support.
• 3.Create Story:
Develop the storyline.
• 4.Raise Funds:
Collect $50Ok and
partner with
influencers.

• 1.Launch Platform:
Start the website and
smart contracts;
publish white paper.
• 2.Wallet and Staking:
Introduce web3 wallet
and staking for $FNI9
tokens.
• 3.Advertising and
Presale: Begin
advertising and $FNI9
token presale.

• 1.Launch Game: Release
the boxing game.
• 2.Al Platform: Introduce
Al video platform.
• 3.Webtoon Series:
Publish webtoon series.
• 4.Exchange Listings:
List $FNI9 on major
exchanges.

• 1.Grow Users: Aim for 1 million users.
• 2.Expand Finance: Connect digital and physical worlds; offer more financialsolutions.
• 3.Innovate: Continuously add features and engage the community.
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$FNIO Token Presale

Fight Night’s $FNIO token is currently in presale, interested investors can snag it at a bargain price
 of $0.0009 each. Once the presale ends, a DEX listing follows. Once it lists on exchanges, the price
is often higher than the presale price, giving early investors returns right off the bat.

The total token supply of Fight Night’s $FNIO token is 200 billion, with 96 billion allocated for the
presale. These currencies, including USDT, ETH and BNB, are accepted during the presale stage.
Early investors can stake their $FNIO to earn generous rewards during the presale or get in-game
advantages later on.

Fight Night ($FNIO) Staking

Fight Night’s staking platform is designed to encourage long-term holding and community
participation. Here are some of the latest staking features:

Staking Rewards and Distribution
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Reward Rate: 570.77 $FNIOhip tokens per Ethereum (ETH) block, distributed over one year.
Staking Flexibility: Investors can withdraw their staked tokens at any time.
Stakeable Balance: Shows the balance available for staking.
Total Staked: Displays the total number of $FNIOhip tokens staked by all participants.
Estimated Rewards: Offers up to 56908% per annum, with monthly and daily breakdowns.
Current Rewards: Rewards per ETH block, updated dynamically.
Claim Rewards: Option to claim accumulated rewards.
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Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030

Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction 2024

In terms of Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction for 2024, as Bitcoin reached all-time highs after the
SEC approved spot Bitcoin ETFs and the Bitcoin halving event just passed, indicating a bullish trend
for the crypto market in 2024. In such a positive atmosphere for the crypto industry, $FNIO has the
potential to trade at a price ranging between a minimum price of $0.0015 and a maximum level of
$0.011 in 2024.

Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction 2025

As for Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction for 2025, as macroeconomic factors point to high
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chances of a recession in 2025, another another bear run may appear. Based on our prediction,
$FNIO could peak at $0.0180 and possibly drop to a potential low of $0.0012 in 2025.

Fight Night ($FNIO) Price Prediction 2030

In terms of long-term price prediction for 2030 on Fight Night ($FNIO) meme coin, because of all
the crypt-bullish events that are likely to happen in the years to come, our Fight Night token price
prediction for 2030 stands at an average price of $0.0565 with a peak at $0.0980 and a potential low
at $0.015.
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Is Fight Night ($FNIO) a Good Investment in 2024?

As a meme coin with play-to-earn utility, Fight Night ($FNIO) is undoubtedly a promising investment
option in 2024. With the backing of influencers like Rudy Bundini, a planned tokenomics strategy, a
catchy storyline, and rewarding staking features, Fight Night has planned everything that makes it
different from Shiba Inu and Dogecoin. Therefore,  there is a large chance for Fight Night ($FNIO)
to become next 100X meme coin in competitive meme coin landscape.

However, while it has seen substantial growth, whether it is a good investment remains uncertain.
Besides, crypto landscape is quite volatile, all investors are advised to do enough homework and stay
well-informed before making any investment decision regarding Fight Night ($FNIO).
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How to Buy the Fight Night ($FNIO) Tokens?

Buying Fight Night tokens during the presale is a straightforward process. You need a crypto wallet
and some ETH or USDT to complete the purchase. Here’s how it goes step-by-step:

Step 1: Get a Crypto Wallet

As Fight Night token is built on the Ethereum blockchain, you need an Ethereum-compatible wallet
to buy the $FNIO tokens and store them once the presale ends.

Step 2: Buy ETH or USDT
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You need ETH in your crypto wallet to pay transaction fees, but you can buy Fight Night tokens with
ETH and USDT.

Step 3: Connect Your Wallet to the Presale Site

Visit the Fight Night presale site and connect your wallet. You will see a MetaMask pop-up, asking
you for connection approval. Once you approve the connection, select either ETH or USDT to make a
purchase and enter the amount you wish to spend. The Fight Night presale site will automatically
convert it to the current exchange rate.

Step 4: Buy $FNIO Tokens

Confirm your transaction and approve it in your MetaMask wallet. Consider staking your tokens to
take advantage of the high staking annual percentage yield (APY) during the early stages.

That’s all information about Fight Night ($FNIO). If you want to know more information about Fight
Night ($FNIO) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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